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Creative Developer with Startup dreams
Job Description
Are you a talented, creative developer who wish to be part of a very exciting startup journey?
We are looking for a dedicated person who will help us create amazing solutions based on our vision
to create better and more efficient transportation systems. We hope that you have an ambition to be
part of a startup journey from becoming the first employee to what we believe will become a
passionate and high-performing team of experienced and competent engineers, designers and
business people.

Skills & Requirements
To be the perfect match you need to solve complex problems and be open to using new technologies
and tools that you might not have worked with before. Absolutely crucial is also that you are selfmotivated to deliver top quality solutions by finding new ways of solving problems and tasks even if
they are not specified in detail. In other words you need to be comfortable working out-of-the-box
with moving targets.
We believe that your mindset is more important than the details of your resume but would ideally
like to see that you have previous experience from developing advanced front end applications using
techniques such as HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, or .NET.

About All Binary AB
All Binary AB is a startup with big ambitions to be become a leading force in creating better and more
efficient transportation systems. We are already a strategic supplier to regional public transportation
organizations and won the prestigious regional award Guldeken during 2012 for best Innovation in
Blekinge. By applying creative solutions with a focus on usability to an industry where possibilities to
improve are huge, we’ve reached profitability already in our first year of operation and continue to
develop our brand and reach to establish new strategic customer relationships.
If you have what it takes and are interested to join the ride send your application to:
tomas.sareklint@allbinary.se
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